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If you have a genuine desire, speak the Words of Power and magick will come alive for you.The

words have been translated from ancient texts into simple English.Â It takes moments to read the

words and then the magick happens.Â If you've ever done magick of any kind - whether casting a

spell, performing a ritual or even just praying - this may sound too good to be true.Author Damon

Brand says,Â 'I felt the same way when I first explored these ideas, because I'd spent a lot of time

working with more complex magick. When I tried the Words of Power, the results I received

convinced me that this magick works.'Damon Brand works with a group of occultists known as The

Gallery of Magick and they have spent decades testing the best word combinations to create the

most safe and effective Words of Power.Words of Power work because they connect you to spirit

forces with direct access to divine power. No special pronunciation is required. If you can read

English, you can say these words.The book gives you the ability to avoid violent situations, attract

generosity, know what people are thinking, improve luck, skills and wisdom as well as getting

support for your projects. Words of Power give you new ways to attract money, make money last

longer, protect yourself, repel enemies, gain an advantage as well as winning competitions.You will

discover:25 word combinations that produce results.Magick that can be done in private.Emergency

magick for instant results.A brief activation ritual that switches the words on.Damon Brand says,

'Magick is about getting results in the real world, and that is the promise of this book.'
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This is kabbalah based, safe, and unbelievably effective! I have used "make your money go further"

and "be the center of attention" with exactly the results I was seeking. My household utility bills and



general expenses were significantly lowered the last two months. Money IS going much further.

That in itself paid for the book many times over! As far as being the center of attention goes- I'm

actually an introvert and NOT someone who desires a lot of attention, but I used this option over

something more punitive because I prefer to walk softly and carry a big stick. My husband and I had

to go somewhere that his attention seeking jealous ex wife would be attending as well, and on my

birthday no less. I could have used other means to really do some dammage, but I chose the "be

the center of attention" ritual knowing that it would eat her up if noone paid attention to her and I was

receiving attention. It worked. I was a little nervous that it would be too much for me to handle, or

the wrong kind of attention, but it was perfect. PERFECT. Happy Birthday to me!! I'll save the big

stick for another day. This is beyond simple. No circles, fasting, abstinence, incense or long winded

conjurations. (All of that has it's place for other goals)

Another great book from Damon Brand. Practical and to the point. Unlike other magickal books -

Damon cuts through all the fluff and gives it to you straight. And like all his books - reminds us that

there's not need for Full Moons, colored candles & standing on one's left foot to perform magick -

just the power of Words & Belief.

This material is like WD-40 for your life. I have worked with several of the words, and have seen

results from everything I've done. Right now, my favorite is the small working for making more time

available - I'm operating at a much higher level of efficiency and accomplishing so much more

during the day and as an unexpected benefit, my world is far more organized.

I have all the books from Damon Brand. I like their simplicity and the fact that if you practice with

faith, they all work as claimed. No fluff or useless filllers, they go straight to the point. If you invest

the time to read this book through and really practice the rituals, you will get results, period!!!

When I saw this book, I thought I would give it a try, not thinking it would be able to do much. When

I got it, l thought waste of money. I was wrong, I come from a abusive background., I live alone, i am

disabled, my past haunts me, everything is like it was yesterday, I have to fight my self for peace.i

have tried everything, today I got this book and I tried the spell ,let go of guilt and shame. I am not

saying I don't have this, but it's more of what was done to me. after saying the spell. I felt a change,

today is the first day in a very long time I have peace, no ugly memories . None..................... the

spells work, thank you Mr. Brand.



I am so HAPPY. The Words of power helped heal my relationship with my son and that to me is

worth its weight in Gold.Thank you for making this book available.

This wonderful book contains 25 specific magickal actions in a simple, easy-to-read format. I own

and use all of Damon's other books. I have just finished reading this one, and it is like his other

books--terrific! Thanks Damon and Gallery of Magick for putting this road-tested magick out for

people like me to use. I appreciate it!Update: Monday Feb 9 2015. The magick in this book works! I

use it on a daily basis. It's easy and fast to perform a magick action. I hope you readers will use this

wonderful book. I started out using Geof Gray-Cobb's New Avatar Power many years ago. I could

not get the results I wanted with that book and system. Damon Brand's book, on the other hand, is

easy to use and works! Thanks Damon.

Another great Magickal text by Damon Brand. The author yet again provides a simple, yet

undeniably effective method for manifesting your desires. I've received immediate results by using

the methods as described in this book. I really like the recurring theme in Damon Brand's Magickal

texts of eliminating the amount of ritualistic materials needed (ie. candles, oils, insense, & etc.) to

help you achieve your desired results. You can do these rituals immediately and receive quick

results. "Words of Power" will help you to be the person who you really want to be, help you to have

talents and abilities that you've always wanted to, and take your life in the direction that you want it

to go. You still have to make the effort to reach your goals, but why not have the situation going in

your favor to begin with, with Angelic beings clearing the way for you, and manifesting whatever it is

that you've asked for?
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